About
The origin of GAIA-Energy-Projects lies within the proprietary company GAIA.
GAIA was founded on the 15th September 2011 by 6 founding members. The
association was able to attract more than 3000 enthusiasts, visionaries, pioneers,
sponsors
and
extraordinary
gifted
people
and
keeps
growing.
We from GAIA-Energy-Projects travel the world, find and professionally test
promising energy projects. After being checked thoroughly, we will invest in the best
projects and prepare them for market entry using our entrepreneurial and technical
knowledge. Only projects that go through the last stage of our test-process will be
eligible for investments. The last tests will take place in a glass room, which will be
locked by a notary and streamed 24/7, for our token holders, during the test.

Problem of demand
Because of globalisation and the technological development of the past few
decades, modern societies have an enormous demand for energy. Especially fossil
fuels are needed to power nearly everything we need in our daily lives. To save our
earth and stop air pollution, we need cleaner ways of producing energy. This leads
to an additional problem, there are already very promising projects, but because of
several difficulties, most importantly financial resources, these projects can’t be
properly tested, verified and carried out on the global market.

Solution
The solution lies within new ways of producing energy, like the GBI-Powerunit or
our fully automatic HHO-Cell, tested, verified and prepared by GAIA.
The GBI-Powerunit only needs current for a few minutes and produces completely
cost free energy after being unplugged. Producing enough energy for a family
home, while being independent from wind, sun or other renewable or fossil fuels,
makes this device a real game changer.
Our mining containers are already finished, however we intend to build completely
self-sufficient mining containers as soon as possible. Additionally our HHO-Cell can
be used as a heater and works 100% emission free and surely 50% more efficient
than our most efficient heaters right now. With multiple ways of combining these
devices, we provide our customers with smart solutions for a better energy
management.

Token
With our token you become part of the next generation of energy production.
Everyone owning the GAIA token will receive 20% discount for all products that
come forth from our projects. All our products have to be bought via our GEP token,
anyone who wants to sell our devices can do so and can the decide to sell them for
fiat or our GEP. Additionally the token will enable you to participate in votes.
In stage 2 we intend to extend the usage of our GAIA tokens to a real currency
equivalent. Every GBI-Powerunit will be virtually connected and you can sell and
buy kWh with GPro Tokens, in case you need more energy or want to feed some of
yours into the grid. Also token holders will be enabled to discuss current projects
and vote for upcoming projects, because we strongly value the opinion of our token
holders. For this reason, we deem it as very important to create a dialogue.
Our token will be listed on an exchange as soon as possible.

info@gaia-projects.org

